Laser Star Fields

Blisslights Laser Starfield
Blisslights LASER STARFIELD PROJECTOR transforms any space into a magical dreamland complete with twinkling stars and an ever-transforming
nebula cloud that follows the path of the universe. Thousands of stars, moving on unique trajectories tickle your imagination as you sit back and absorb the
beauty emanating from the light. We make paintings out of light that must be experienced with your own eyes to appreciate the fine attention to detail in ea
work of art.
Take your Blisslight outside and point it at a tree. Close your eyes and pretend to sprinkle Pixie Dust. Open your eyes and turn on your Blisslight - thousands of
magical fireflies begin to fly around the tree. Easily transform large outdoor shrubs, trees and plants and add a touch of creative elegance with your Blisslight.
The Blisslight-50 is the pioneering product that started the Blisslight magic. This flagship model incorporates our lighting elements a
optics to create an enormous universe of stars. It can cover areas larger than 50’ X 50’
WOW! That’s what people say when they first see the Blisslight, but words cannot accurately describe the experience. This is truly t
coolest most amazing light show you will see anywhere! Seeing it challenges your sense of reality.
It’s a technological masterpiece with its rugged construction, multi-position mounting system, optional DMX interface and fan less
cooling-low noise operation. We custom developed the multiphase diffractive holographic optics and light projection technology. T
projector is true plug-and-play. Just plug in the box, turn it on and you are finished setting up in a matter of seconds.
Blisslight-50 With DMX

* Patented Holographic Technology
* Transforms rooms into Your Own Personal Animated
Universe
* Creates Thousands of Stars with or without Cloud
Formations
* Look for the occasional Shooting Stars Across the Night
Sky
* This is an Experience You Will Never Forget
* Simple to Use, Just Plug It In
The physical size and light source of the Blisslight-15 is smaller than the Blisslight-50, but the WOW factor is still FULL SIZED! T
moving stars, the transforming nebula cloud, low noise-fan less operation, rugged construction, multi-position mounting system, and
plug and play functionality are included. It creates the same universe of stars in a smaller area. It is capable of covering a 25’ X 25’
room.
Watch as thousands of moving stars and nebula cloud move and transform, overwhelming you with a calming blissful feeling.

Blisslight-15G
Blisslight-15B

LS-20G Green
LS-210R Red

Now available with a BLUE LASER! Same wonderful effects but with blue stars! Only $1,500 each!

The BlissLights LS projectors create an explosion of thousands of moving pin points of light. The technology incorporates laser and
optical elements to create a breathtaking effect much like a universe of stars.
The Bliss Light LS projectors are specifically developed with a weather proof enclosure for permanent outdoor installations. In addi
the incredible starry night effect, when the Blisslight LS projector is pointed toward trees and bushes, they come alive with light.

Blisslights LED Cloud
The BlissLight LED Cloud creates a splash of whirling color. These Clouds can be used for anything from uplighting a column to making a rock river come to life w
color and motion. The ideas are endless; you can combine multiple units with different colors to make different scenes or add these units to your BlissLight 15 or 50
create more color and life.
The BlissLight LED Cloud comes in 8 colors, each unit comes in a different color so you can use one color for simple color lighting or buy all 8 to make a moving wo
color. Pick from any of these colors: red, red-orange, amber, cyan, green, blue, royal blue and white.

Multiple Effect Star Lasers

Starburst
Red and green lasers create different shifting
patterns for a one of a kind experience
POWER: 85-265V AC 60Hz
BEAM ANGLE: >90Â°
CONTROL: DMX-512 (5 Channels) Sound active , Stand alone
NO VARIANCE REQUIRED
LASER DIODE: 1 x 100mW Red laser diode ,1 x 30mW Green laser
diode
LASER COLOR: Red/Green
ADJUSTABLE STAND HEIGHT: 5" (fully extended)
UNIT WEIGHT: 4.5 Lbs
UNIT DIMENSIONS: 12 In x 4.75 in x 4.5 in
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 5Lb (Single unit) 35Lb (Master Pack of 6)
SHIPPING DIMENSIONS: 14 In x 6 In x 7 In (Single unit)
19 In x 15 In x 15 In (Master Pack of 6)

Sparkler
This laser really delivers! Great for parties or DJ’s.
Lot sof impact for little money.
Product Model: SPARKLER-GREEN
POWER: DC 9V 600mA or 4 AA Batteries
NO VARIANCE REQUIRED
ROTATION: Bi-directional rotation
CONTROL: Stand alone Sound active
LASER DIODE: 1 x 10mW Green Diode
LASER COLOR: Green
ADJUSTABLE STAND HEIGHT: 5" (fully extended)
UNIT WEIGHT: 1.1 Lbs (Without batteries or adapter)
UNIT DIMENSIONS: 7In x 4.5In x 4.5In (Master pack of 4)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 10 Lbs (Master pack of 4)
SHIPPING DIMENSIONS: 16In x 10In x 12In
(Master pack of 4)

